Visitor Signage
The vision for Falmouth has been to deliver a
comprehensive in-resort information programme
that excels in providing first rate visitor information,
destination signage, interpretation of the area and
customer service to its current and future visitor.
The Falmouth BID are spearheading a multitude of options for visitors to
engage, interpret, understand, explore, be informed and inspired about
Falmouth. Success in this area will help to raise visitor satisfaction and
encourage regular return visits.
This in turn can aid economic growth for Falmouth, helping to increase
the prosperity of the town and give businesses opportunities to be more
successful.
Partners
Such is the importance for the town to introduce improved signage
and interpretation that several organisations have worked alongside
the Falmouth BID, playing a key supporting role:

Planning
Following the tender process, the BID co-ordinated with chosen Falmouth-based
project managers 20/20, an extensive round of design workshops, fact-finding
sessions with local organisations and individuals and update presentations to key
stakeholders.
Key to the design brief was the desire for individuality, the need for the chosen
components to reflect the vibrant Falmouth ‘spirit of the sea’ brand, thereby
achieving synergy with the BID-led destination marketing efforts and public realm
improvements already undertaken for the town.

Visitor Signage have your say...
We’d love to know your thoughts and views on this very exciting project for
Falmouth. This project borne out of the Falmouth BID consultation process, is seen
as vital by many BID businesses and visitors alike, and as such the BID is looking to
instigate a range of information points, storytelling panels, way-finding areas...

Consultation
Designs have been shared and presented extensively to all town partners and
stakeholders. BID levy businesses have had the opportunity to comment and feed
back into the process, with the designs available to view online and via Falmouth
Town Hall with life sized cut-outs of the various components available to view and
comment upon for a four week period in March 2013.
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This project spearheaded by Falmouth BID is the most comprehensive
in-town visitor signage project that has taken place in Cornwall and the largest
delivered in the first five year term of the BID programme. The designs are
unique to Falmouth and achieve synergy with the vibrant Falmouth ‘spirit of the
sea’ logo and brand, developed three years ago also by the Falmouth BID. There
are two key elements—Interpretation and Way-finding:
INTERPRETATION—two elements, Welcome Hubs and Focal Points:
1. Welcome Hubs
Prominent visitor information areas located at three key sites (where
surveys highlight that 75% of visitors to Falmouth visit first)—The Moor,
Gyllyngvase Beach and Grove Place/Events Square. Each Hub has three 9ft
standalone, sail-shaped panels displaying practical and events information,
’you are here’ maps, stories, walking times and ‘did you know’ facts, backed
up with stunning imagery.
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2. Focal Points
From the Greenbank to Pendennis Point, these panels begin to tell the fascinating story of Falmouth. Tales of piracy, Packet ships, smuggling, cannibalism, Olympic
Torch relays and more are shared with our visitors to inspire and fascinate. Each board has in relief, a plan view map of Falmouth, historic and contemporary imagery,
and hand-cut historical quotes.
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WAYFINDING—three elements, Finger Signposts, Street Signs and Map Boards:
1. Finger Signposts
These appear at numerous strategic locations around the town and give important
directional information to attractions, gardens, streets and areas of interest, and are
intended to provide greater connectivity between town and coast. Indicative walking
times are included as are numerous symbols that highlight public conveniences,
boat and bus options. The vibrant colours, whilst in line with the brand colours for
Falmouth, also assist in delineating key visitor areas—pink for retail centre, yellow
for beaches, blue for harbour area and green for coast, and link in to the welcome
hubs and street signs.
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2. Street Signs
Each colour-coded free-standing street panel gives a description of the particular area, as well as directional information to the hub areas, complete with
walking times. They are positioned at the start of each main commercial area in the town centre, as well as along the coast.
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3. Map Boards
In-town map boards have been installed
at the three Falmouth railway stations,
the bus terminus, Pendennis Point, The
Moor and Falmouth Docks cruise ship
terminus.
The Falmouth BID funded Falmouth map
publication has been utilised, with walking
times, key points of interest in the vicinity,
‘did you know’ facts and vibrant imagery
also added.
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Next steps...


Budget allocated for on-going management and maintenance of existing sites



Phase 2 planned, subject to successful ‘yes’ vote at Falmouth BID re-ballot
Nov 2013. Corporate engagement earmarked for further support and buy-in



New areas earmarked and new components planned both digital and
non-digital

Further information:
Richard Wilcox, Falmouth BID Manager
T: 01326 313553 E: richardwilcox@falmouth.co.uk
www.falmouth.co.uk/media
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